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ur ose

of this u lication

is to

serve as an

organ

of As ury

Theological Seminary for the dissemination of material of interest
and value rimarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, stu
dents and friends, ut also to a roader readershi of churchmen,
theologians,
Material

students and other interested

u lished

trinsic value in the

in this Journal a

ersons.
ears here ecause

of its

in

on-going discussion of theological issues. While
this u lication does not retend to com ete with those
theological
Journals s eciali ing in articles of technical scholarshi , it affirms

commitment to rigorous standards of academic integrity and
ro hetic forthrightness.

a

Editorial
Newer Dimensions
in Church Growth
y

Harold B. Kuhn

uestion

of church growth has taken on new significance in
significance which would scarcely have suggested
itself to American denominations two generations ago. A variety of
factors have contri uted to the added dimensions of the issue today.
First and most o vious of these factors is the henomenal, almost
geometrical, increase in o ulation, o ularly known in world
terms as the o ulation e losion.
This has een intertwined with the growing concern of American
The

recent years, a

mainline churches with the issue of the role of the Christian

church es in u lic life. That is to say, ma or Protestant odies,
under the im etus of the newer social awareness of Christians, have
een e ercised at the
oint of the active e tension of Christian
influences into society. Church mem ershi thus a eared to e a

vital factor in the outreach of the Christian message into the world.
Historically, the issue was thrust into the thinking of church
leaders with the rise of what

some

church historians have called sect-

ma ority of today s denominations had
their origins here. In their earlier stages of develo ment, free-ty e
from evangelism, from
churches tended to derive mem ershi
conversions. In colonial America,
ro lems arose at this oint,
articularly in New England CongregationaHsm, where the conce t
of the Christian commonwealth was a guiding element. In some cases
was to all intents and
at least, church mem ershi
ur oses an
The
issue
ecame
crucial
as New
of
voting citi enshi .
e uivalent
England families ecame more affluent, ut whose second and third
and
generation mem ers lacked the vital Christian vision
of
their
for
earers.
e erience
ty e

or

free churches. The

As ury Seminarian and Pro
fessor of Philoso hy of Religion at As ury Theological Seminary.
Dr. Harold B. Kuhn is Editor of The

The
This forced u on
church mem ershi

timately

As ury Seminarian

CongregationaHsm a rethinking of the issues of
and church growth, a rethinking which ul

affected most of the

new

world denominations. Here two

that of mem ershi
y
church
for
and
that
of
more
inclusive
standards
conversion,
ersonal

models tended to e ist in mild tension
adherence. Both derived their

aradigms from the New
Testament,
e eriences of the Christian ody as
recorded in the Book of Acts, the latter from such ara les as those
of the tares and of the dragnet Mt.
- .
The more socially-oriented denominations tended erha s
unselfconsciously toward the latter model. The decline in interest in
u lic evangelism u on the art of mainline denominations lent
encouragement in this direction, until the rise of what some have
termed Fuller Brush evangeUsm a eared two decades ago.
U on the asis of the foregoing, the church growth movement of
today has taken a two-fold course. On the one hand, numerical
increase has een the ma or o ective, and mem ershi
olicies have
een derived from it. On the other hand, some have sought to think
the matter through on a asis of less of inclusivism. While these have
seldom followed the earlier slogans, such as small is eautiful, or
yours for a little ut clean church, they do seek to retain some form
of conversion-standards for church mem ershi .
Further dimensions have een added to the uestion y contact of
norms or

the former from the

North American churches with the third world. Missionaries to lands

in which familial conditions have made the

easily-acce ted

y us

conce ts of individual church mem ershi for idding, and at times
almost im ossi le, have made us aware of the com le ity of the

uestion of church growth.
Again, the rising demand u on the art of third world churches,
es ecially those of South America, for newer degrees of social,
economic and olitical involvement y Christians, is leading to a
new and dee er consideration of the standards for church mem
ershi . Latin American evangelicals remind us that no conce t of
church growth can e regarded to e ade uate which does not take
into consideration the crying demand for social and economic ustice
in their lands. The full im lications of this factor are yet to e worked
entire

out.

faculty of As ury Theological Seminary ho e that this issue of
As ury Seminarian may serve to cast light u on at least some
as ects and some dimensions of the uestion of church growth.
The

TT e

Newer Dimensions in Church Growth
We of the Editorial Committee are
gratified to
the level of a theological
disci line, and

to

are

today e

see

this issue elevated

a laud
loring its im lications in de th.

the scholars who

A

Wesleyan Pers ective
on

Church Growth
y Howard

A.

Snyder

A great deal of energy and money has een devoted to church
growth in the ast ten years. Today church growth as a movement
and as an a roach to the life and mission of the church is ro a ly
at

its

eak

of influence.

Many denominations

churches in North America

are

into

church

and thousands of local

growth in varying de

grees. In the light of this, it is a
ro riate for The As ury Seminarian
to devote this issue to the growing church growth movement.

growth re resent an authentic moving of the Holy
S irit in the church today And is there a articular Wesleyan
ers ective on church growth
One a roach would e to take the church growth movement on
its own terms and measure its im act statistically. Has church growth
had any significant im act on North American church mem ershi
This is a legitimate uestion and should e answered on the asis of
thorough research. Church growth leaders have done a good o of
evaluating the statistical effectiveness of Evangelism in De th,
Here s Life America, and the Billy Graham crusades. Note the work
es ecially of Peter Wagner and Win Arn. The same kind of analysis
needs to e undertaken to assess the im act of church growth.
The ma or focus here, however, is not on statistics. Rather, it is on
and
articularly on ecclesiology, the doctrine of the
theology
church. Without going into a ma or analysis, I would like to make
several rief oints a out the church growth movement and attem t
to show where the ma or issues lie, as I see them. Perha s this can
serve as a hel ful introduction to the discussion of church growth
contained in this issue of The As ury Seminarian.
The first and most o vious oint is that John Wesley himself
rovides an im ortant ers ective on the whole church growth
uestion. It is unfortunate that John Wesley is so little read today,
Does church

Dr. Howard A.

Snyder

is E ecutive Director of

Light

Men International of The Free Methodist Church.

and Life

y Wesleyans
although there are signs that his theological
ractical im ortance is eing rediscovered. Both Wesley s
Journal and his sermons rovide insights for several uestions raised
y church growth advocates in our day.
A cou le of e am les from his Journal for
show Wesley s
understanding of the dynamics of church life and disci line. In one
lace he notes that the society, which the first year consisted of
a ove
. But, according to the old
mem ers, is now reduced to
the
half
is
more
than
the
whole
rover ,
.
Journal, March ,
On another occasion Wesley learned that the little society at Tetney
was giving su stantial contri utions to the
oor. The leader told
Wesley, All of us who are single ersons have agreed together, to
give oth ourselves and all we have to God and we do it gladly
where y we are a le from time to time, to entertain all the strangers
that come to Tetney who often have no food to eat, nor any friend to
give them a lodging Journal, Fe ruary ,
. These accounts
reveal something not only a out disci line ut also a out structure.
At the ractical level, we see several things in Wesley which today
would e called rightly or wrongly church growth rinci les. To
name ust a few
using
taking the gos el to the masses
unordained itinerant
reachers and other indigenous leaders
roviding useful structures for koinonia and disci leshi through
the class meetings, ands, etc.
roviding for accounta ility of
and
designated leaders
ada ting methods and structures to the
cultural atterns of the eo le one is working with. Wesley s work
among the growing grou s of industrial workers in his day could
rovide interesting in ut regarding the homogeneous unit theory.
Two key issues in any revival renewal movement are unordained
lay leadershi and the forming of restricted, intimate fellowshi s
within the larger church ecclesiolae in ecclesia . What is the

even

and

official

emerge in

status
a

of the leaders and the su -communities which

renewal movement

These

are

asic issues in the

contem orary charismatic renewal, es ecially within the Roman
Catholic Church, as suggested y the title of Steven Clark s ook,
Unordained Elders and Renewal Communities. At these oints a

study of early Methodism as well as Moravianism and Continental
Pietism could have much to say to the contem orary church scene.
Behind these matters are several ecclesiological uestions relating
to the riesthood of elievers, the gifts of the S irit, and the under
standing of the church as a reconciled and reconciling community.

The As ury Seminarian

Wesley s asic
theological ers ective and its relevance for church growth. My own
elief uilding on Al ert Outler and Werner Jaeger is that Wesley s
wide reading
ut him in touch with a dynamic re-Augustinian
tradition
theological
tracing ack to Gregory of Nyssa and other
Eastern fathers. This tradition was mediated to Wesley rinci ally
through Macarius and E hrem Syrus. Its leading ideas were love as
the essence of Christianity
erfection as the restoration of the image
of God in elievers and the ossi ility and necessity of human
coo eration in the work of sanctification synergism . To these
elements Wesley added a strong ethical and social dimension Do all
the good you can
and a strong em hasis on the new irth and
assurance. One could argue, therefore, that Wesley reached ack not
ust to the Reformation, ut ack to a roader and more dynamic
Christian tradition that receded the Augustinian-Pelagian
controversy, and that Wesley therefore rovides a hel ful
ers ective for a contem orary re-e amination of the uestion of
human agency in the life and growth of the church. This is a
fundamental ut largely une lored uestion in church growth
thinking.
A Wesleyan e amination of the church growth movement
suggests, secondly, that the key issue in church growth today is the
uestion ofdisci leshi and sanctification. Wesley rovides us with a
strong affirmation of gos el roclamation and Christian ersuasion.
But then, so does George Whitefield. Wesley, however, was never
content merely to make converts his assion was that new Christians
should
ress on to
erfection. Both Wesley s methods and his
message were geared toward the ractical matter of Christian growth
and disci leshi . This is a concern which is affirmed y church
growth advocates, ut early Methodism rovides a model which
suggests ust how dee this concern can and ought to go. One may say
with some ustification that while the twentieth century has its
contem orary George Whitefield in Billy Graham, so far it has no
John Wesley.
A corollary church growth issue is the interrelationshi
of
evangelism, church growth, disci leshi , and sanctification.
Particularly, how do we as Wesleyans relate the concerns of
disci leshi and sanctification Are they the same, com lementary,
or fundamentally different
Wesley seldom uses the word disci le
he
one
does
at
shi , although
say
oint that ersecution is the very
At

a more

fundamental level is the

uestion

of

A Weslevan

adge

of

Pers ective

our

on

disci leshi

Church Growth

Sermon XVIII, Sermons

on

Several

Occasions, First Series,
, .
. Wesley s much misunderstood
doctrine of entire sanctification included many of the ethical, social,

lifestyle concerns eing raised today y the advocates of radical
disci leshi . If we will read Wesley himself, and not ust his
inter reters, we will find that Wesley has a good deal to say a out the
dynamics of disci leshi . And conversely, Wesleyans may find that
the contem orary concern in some uarters for disci leshi
rovides
a new angle for re-e amining Wesley.
Looking at Wesley and the church growth movement together
suggests, in the fourth lace, that the ecclesiological uestions
involved in church growth need to e made e licit. Ultimately, it
won t do to see church growth merely as a set of insights or methods
or em hases which can sim ly
e laid over all kinds of churches,
of
their
or
regardless
theological
ecclesiological traditions. It is
inevita le that an ecclesiology
fundamental resu ositions as to
is woven into church growth thinking.
the nature of the church
Differing ecclesiological traditions are struggling now to come to
gri s with the church growth em hasis and understand it from their
own
ers ectives. Can Southern Ba tists, Pres yterians, Mennonites, Lutherans, and Methodists all mean the same thing y
church growth
The
oint is that underlying ecclesiological issues need to e
e amined and made e licit. Basic resu osed understandings and
models of the church need to e e lored, com ared, and evaluated
i lically if we are to s eak intelligently a out church growth. This
means that Wesleyans need to do what they like most Protestants
have never really done, and that is develo a i lical doctrine of the
church and of the kingdom of God.
Finally, the church growth movement today needs to e seen in
roader ers ective of the contem orary Christian church
the
worldwide. One may com are church growth with two other
movements the charismatic renewal and the radical disci leshi
em hasis. These three movements are trans-denominational and
international in sco e. Each has its own ers ective and mindset,
and one could argue that each is saying something that the others
need to hear. It may e that through them
and the whole church
the S irit is s eaking to the churches.
The emotive element is more
rominent in the charismatic
movement, and the em hasis is on raise. The volitional element

and

redominates

in the radical disci leshi movement, where the stress
o edience. In church growth the cere ral as ect is rimary, with
the em hasis on rational lanning. One could argue that Wesley

is

on

with his

em hasis

on

to hold these three
as an

enthusiast

Scri ture,

reason, and

e

erience

as ects in fruitful alance. Wesley
he

was a man

was

managed
erceived

of reason and he stressed radical

o edience to the Word. It may e that he has more to say to the
contem orary situation of the church than we have reali ed.
We should not look either at

Wesley

or

at the church

growth

should look at them
uncritically,
together. And as Wesleyans, erha s the most roductive thing we
can do, ultimately, is to re-e amine
Wesley in the light of today s
on
church
and
to
look
em hasis
growth
carefully at church growth in
the light of Wesley s own views. Why Princi ally so we may widen
our
ers ective enough to e totally o en to the S irit and the Word
for our day.
movement

however. But

we

Church Growth and the
Conciliar Movement
y

Donald McGavran

growth movement swee s America, focusing atten
million citi ens far from God, and
country s
encourages congregations and denominations to do theology, search
for lost sons and daughters, and return them to the Father s House,
one
uestion emerges will the conciliar movement throw its weight
into sinner-converting, church-multi lying evangelism church
growth
The concihar movement may e loosely defined as a elief which
develo ed among most denominations in the first half of the
etter
e done
twentieth century that common tasks could
y
of
a larger
were
denominations
that
the
and
arts
oint action,
an association, a federation, or a council
Christian resence
As the church

tion

on

the

of denominations. As these interchurch
at

organi ations

were

formed

local, state, national and international levels, the conciliar

movement

res ectful

ecame

and

more

even an

than

a

elief. It

ecame

o edient attitude toward

acting, a
head uarters. The
a

way of

re eatedly declares that it is not a church
church , ut it does lay down olicies which

World Council of Churches

much less a su er
affect every as ect of the life of denominations and congrega
tions.
The main su orters of the conciliar movement are the old-line
or a little later, these for
mainline denominations. Until

and had multi lied
years had thrown themselves into evangeli ation
themselves into congregations and denominations across America
and in all continents.

They

were

vigorously ro-church growth.

But

the leaders ofthe World Council of Churches
and
etween
devised a new theory and theology of mission. The old conce ts of
evangelism, conversion and salvation were thoroughly reinter reted.

Dr. Donald McGavran is Dean Emeritus and Senior Professor of
Mission, Church Growth and South Asian Studies at Fuller Theo

logical Seminary

in

Pasadena, California.
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The
I have descri ed the

rocess in detail in the last

cha ter of The

Evangelical De ate The Crucial Documents
Here it is sufficient to say that the key conce ts were ent

-

Conciliar

great

resources

of historic missions would

so

.

that the

e diverted from

evan

gelism and church growth and devoted to social action, develo ment
and unity. These goals, conciliars firmly elieved, were those which
under today s conditions were the right goals. Evangelism and
church growth had een right goals
years ago, ut were wrong
goals today.
The icture is com le . Enfolded in the conciliar denominations
are hundreds of thousands of evangelicals. That the good men at the
to are down- laying evangelism and church growth is unimagina le
to them. Sol henitsyn in Gulag
says The Communist regieme
is inhumanly strong, in a way as yet unimagina le to the West. As
yet But the time is soon coming when the eyes of conciliar
evangelicals will e o ened.
However it came a out, and my aragra hs a ove are tremen
dously condensed, the leaders of the conciliar denominations and
missionary societies today are decidedly cool to evangelism and
church growth. They s eak a out evangelism, to e sure, and devote
whole issues of the International Review of Missions to it, ut the
most cursory ins ection shows that what they are really saying is that
any evangehsm is hony which is not welded to immediate social
action. The thing that really counts in the conciliar mind is not elief
in Christ,
ut right actions toward men. The total num er of
missionaries sent kee s on going down. EvangeUstic missionaries are
illion who have yet to hear, new mission
not sent. Des ite three
fields out eyond the younger churches are not o ened. Conciliars
urge Christians to
oycott anks which do usiness with South
.

Africa,

ut do

evangeli e

not

the three

urge them to send

,

.

.

missionaries to

illion.

aratus of the movement is dedicated to
rotherhood, and develo ment, and to

The whole educational a

em hasi ing ustice,
diverting resources from evangelism to these urgent contem orary
causes. That men erish in a famine of the Word of God Amos
is never stated y conciliar leaders. That the s iritual need is the
direst of all needs, is a arently not elieved y them. Denomina
tional and interdenominational maga ines of the conciliar
movement
lay u all kinds of this-world im rovements good
works, mind you to the virtual e clusion of world evangeli ation.

Church Growth and the Conciliar Movement

eo le movements to Christ, and multi lying churches among
rece tive units of society.
A full- lown theology to ustify this shift to salvation
today
this-world im rovements as a sufficient end of mission has een
develo ed. The data availa le to su ort the statement is vast. Here I
have s ace for only one significant assage.
Drafts for Sections
U sala
says
In another

time,

the

goal

of God s

redem tive work might
man turning toward
God
Man understood
that his future lay with
God
The ur ose of mission was Christiani ation,
man
to God through Christ
ringing
Today the funda
mental uestion is much more that of true man
.
.
est have

....

een descri ed in terms of
.

.

.

....

When men elieve that, evangehsm church growth is
necessarily
denigrated.
Recently the itter fruits of this tremendous shift in direction
declining num ers of communicants, diminished income for
conciliar causes have convinced some conciliar leaders that they
must modify their
osition and swing ack to some recognition of
evangelism. The Geneva secretariat, which set u the fifth assem ly
of the World Council of Churches
, wanted no em hasis on
num
ers
of delegates to Nairo i
evangelism. When, however, large
insisted on it, finally five small resolutions on evangelism were assed.
Each, however, welds evangelism to social action. If the a ostle Peter

had known a out these resolutions, he would have told Colonel
Cornelius of the Italian regiment at Caesarea that to elieve on Jesus

Christ he must

immediately oin the ealots in their struggle to
li erate Judea from the Roman yoke. Peter would have known that
only evangelism welded to social action was credi le and authentic.
My udgment is that ressures to modify will mount. The ne t few
years will see a swing ack to i lical evangelism which eheves and
roclaims that the most im ortant thing is acce ting Jesus Christ as
Lord and Savior. The eliever, when grafted into the ody, will of
course manifest the new divine Hfe in do ens of ways. He will change
his s eech, ha its, ideas of leisure, and convictions concerning se ,
money and race. But these changes are the fruits of his conversion.
The conversion is something else. Conciliar theology is going to have
to swing away from the e treme
osition that no one can e a

The As ury Seminarian

references of the
hierarchy in his denomination or council. To e sure, the Holy S irit
may tell the new Christian to follow those references, ut again He
may want the Christian to do something much closer home, like
uitting li uor or s ending more time with his wife. In any case, the
Christian is saved y faith in Christ, not y ethical actions.
Com licating the icture is a new doctrine which has no i lical
ase, ut has come to e a rigid orthodo y
namely, that initiative
for all evangelism overseas rests with the national church in each
land. The United Methodist Church in America ought not initiate
any evangeUsm in India, let us say, which is not re uested y the
Methodist Church there. Now, as a kindly move to recogni e the
Indian church as a full sister, worthy of all res ect, one must a laud
Christian unless he follows

the intent of the

asic

disci

move.

e actly

At the

the ethical

same

time,

one

must insist that the

ur ose of mission is not to res ect a sister church, ut to
le the nation of India. Since the Methodist Church in India

num ers less than

a

million, drawn mostly from the o

overty stricken castes, it sim ly

cannot

ressed and
evangeli e great sections of

million. It has its hands full
o ulation of more than
own
It
looking
congregations. ought not ractice dog-in-themanger comity we cannot evangeli e and we won t let you When the
Holy S irit leads Christians in America or Korea to start new
the Indian

after its

missions in several castes in India, from which no one has ever
ecome a Methodist, the Methodist Church in India will certainly

re oice. When the hungry need food, no true church will say, We will
res ond to des erate human need only if a sister church asks us to
Paul did not go to Rome
S ain and invited him.

ecause the churches there

saw

the need in

Thom son Brown, mission e ecutive for the Pres yterian
Church U.S., has recently declared that no church anywhere has
territorial rights. This is true. All o ulations not eing effectively
evangeli ed should e considered o en. The three illion who have
Dr. G.

yet

to

elieve

on

Christ

are

sufficient

reason

for any denomination

or American
to
Korean, FiH ino, Indian, Norwegian,
no
need
to
ask
of
multitudes
of
missionaries.
send
They
ermission
one
ut Christ, ut will, of course, act in coo erative hel ful ways.
As evangelicals in conciliar denominations ring ressure on their
leaders to engage in genuine evangelism, we shall
ro a ly see
conciliars throwing evangelistic so s to their evangelicals. For
million, they will
e am le, out of a total annual udget of, say,

Bra ilian

Church Growth and the Conciliar Movement

evangelistic thrust costing
,
force
of
evangelistic missionary
missionaries Evangelicals give thanks to

Or add to their

start an

will not conclude that three out of

is

three

new

non-

evangelistic

God for small favors,

ut

godly ro ortion.
In all this many-sided neglect of evangelism, one must remem er a
root cause. During the early
years of the twentieth century a low view
of the Bi le swe t the leaders of the mainline churches. They
constructed a com le new Christianity, ased on a Bi le ad usted to
a universe strictly controlled
y unchanging laws, a universe in which
miracles and a ersonal God are really im ossi le. They elieved that
such a Christianity would a eal to modern man. In a world come of
e credi le.
age, only such a Christianity would they elieved
the
new
However,
Christianity did not a eal. Modern man was
smart enough to see that since in new Christianity elief in a ersonal
a

God and His real revelation

god-talk.

was gone, all that was left was em ty
Mere humani ation couched in god-talk was not attractive.

Inevita ly
Decline

decline set in.

delayed, however, ecause of several factors. The new
Christianity was cunningly arrayed in the clothes of authentic
Christianity. Many in the mainline denominations still adhered to
genuine Christianity. Christ, the living Lord, in great mercy saved
was

theological formulations hid Him ehind
masses of ver iage, or actually denied Him. The momentum of the
great organi ations, conferences, missionary societies, and councils
rolonged the life of the ailing church. Certain sections of the
were
church
nota ly those in Asia, Africa, and Latin America
of
view
had
a
and
conviction
Scri ture, though
high
evangelicals
y
they were tied to the declining denominations y millions of dollars.
Now and again, genuine out ourings ofthe Holy S irit, revivals and
awakenings made ossi le y the large num er of evangelicals in the
conciliar denominations renewed sluggish congregations. Finally
the entecostals on a lain i lical ase showed ama ing life and
lessed many denominations through the charismatics.
Into this ecclesiastical scene comes the church growth em hasis.
What is the conciliar movement doing with it Two re lies come to
and indwelt

some

whose

mind

congregations and denominations are manifesting
interest in church growth. They rotest that they are not really
against evangelism. Dr. Win Arn recently conducted a church
growth seminar for a strong conciliar denomination. A out
Conciliar

The As ury Seminarian

ministers assem led. A
issues into renewed
much talk.

evangelism,

May e
listened,
a

another third

significant

rogram which in

evangelical denominations

among these conciliars issued in
ought what he was saying,

third of them

and another third

action resulted.

was

lainly

ored. No

The Christian Century reviewed my little
ook Ten Ste s to
Growth, saying Some churches may
rofit from this

Church

em hasis, ut read it with caution. Church growth stands on such a
different theological and i lical ase from the conciliar movement
that you must not e ect the latter to lunge into church growth with
enthusiasm. Yet conciliar churches are declining. The Ba tists in
to
,
,
. If they do that once
England have dro ed from
more, they will e in very ad sha e.
Conse uently, conciliars need the church growth movement.
Some sincerely want it. Among United Methodists, a remarka le
thrust headed
y Dr. George Hunter is awaking the whole
denomination to church growth and uncovering many new
o ortunities for growth. It is also creating s in-offs which favora ly
affect church growth overseas. It is uite ossi le for evangelical
segments of conciliar churches to em hasi e growth.
But, alas, su - i lical convictions dog conciliar ste s. A large
conciliar congregation in the midwest recently woke to church
in a
growth. It showed a cou le of church growth films. It enrolled
week
for
ten
week
after
which
studied
a
church
ook
grou
growth
weeks. The minister ho ed that at the close of the course the grou
would surge out in regular effective evangelism. His ho es were not
reali ed. As the class worked its way through the ook, its mem ers
re eatedly got hung u on i lical ositions necessary for evangelism
which they did not elieve. For e am le, every time the ook s oke
a out the lost, the mem ers e lained at some length that they
could not
one

to

surged

elieve that anyone was lost. At the end of the ten weeks
out in any kind of evangelism.

no

Another grou of conciliar leaders from several city churches met
lan five new congregations. Several mem ers of the grou ,

however, insisted that each

congregation from the day of its
From day one each must
demonstrate rotherhood. Naturally, not a single new congregation
was
egun. The man who most vehemently declared I will never
hel lant anything other than a fully-integrated church did not lift
a finger to
ring his dream to life.
eginning,

must

e

new

multi-racial.

Church Growth and the Conciliar Movement
Another grou was genuinely aroused to the need for
evangeUsm
and church growth. I had great ho es that these conciliars would
reak

through into su stantial growth. Their good resolves, how
foundered
on the views,
ever,
a arently strongly held, that what the
Bi le says a out the need to confess Christ efore men and to e
found in Him was

a

lica le in those far-off cultures, ut not in ours.
culture, not the modern American
Our Lord declared that gra es are not gathered from thorn ushes
nor figs from thistles. One wonders to what e tent
enduring
evangelistic assion can develo on humanistic, relativistic
doctrines To e sure, conciliar congregations and denominations do
not necessarily have to es ouse such doctrines,
ut so many of the
leaders do that the uestion does arise.
Two ig uestions remain. First, can enough conciliars recover
enough faith in the living God and His ins ired authoritative
revelation, the Bi le, to ena le ong om evangelism church growth
It suited the He rew mind and

Or will conciliars continue their curious affirmations that the Bi le is
of God, ut rather in some mysterious way is the

not the Word

vehicle

ringing God s Word to the inner self Will they grant that
ro ositions of evangelicals a out the triune God, sin, salvation,
grace, heaven, and heU, ased on the lain meaning of the Bi le, have
at least as much chance of eing o ectively true as the ela orate

conciliar constructs

The second ig uestion is more im ortant than the first. Will
evangelical congregations and denominations our enough men and
money into disci ling the nations, at home and a road, to rea the
whitened harvests Evangelicals hold true and reasona le i lical
ositions. Will they create the massive machinery of harvest which
these new days call for WiU they our in the lood and treasure, the
WiU they ay the rice
sons and daughters
I ray that the conciliar movement, already fuU of so many good
works, will y the church growth movement e encouraged to return
ecome effectively evangelistic. God grant that
to its first love and
multitudes of men and women may through the
rayers and
is
find
Him
who
Ufe
a undant
churches
of
conciliar
roclamation
and eternal, and ecome res onsi le mem ers of conciliar churches.
If this miracle is to ha en, the evangelical mem ers of the conciliar
denominations will have to e s ecially active. They will have to
work forward without ecclesiastical a
roval, asking for no reward
save that of knowing that they do God s will.

ray that evangelical congregations and denominations will
the church growth movement e wakened to today s tremendous

I also

y
o ortunities.

If they will make the

means

salvation. The years of the greatest
ahead.
The last

su stantially
out

effort, ut in the hours, s end the

rayer, and offer the sacrifices, they will e the
under God of ringing multitudes at home and a road to

dollars, wrestle in

years have

Christian.

of every

seen

of the church may lie

Africa south of the Sahara

Si ty-two

in Nami ia

growth

ust

ecome

of every
in aire, and
Christian. The ne t
years can

out

are now

great sections of mainland Asia turn to Christ in swee ing eo le
movements. I
ray that evangelicals will elieve these things and
see

thank God for giving them the
men

and nations.

Dr. McGavran s
Documents
N. Sierra

rivilege of sharing in this new

irth of

ook Conciliar Evangelical De ate The Crucial
availa le from William Carey Li rary

-

Bonita Pasadena, CA
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T. Seamands

most

naturally and most ra idly
history of missions in the

movements. The

roves this very

clearly. It is estimated that a out
ercent of the Christian constituency in Africa and Asia is the result
of grou movements along family, caste, or tri al lines.
To the ordinary western mind the henomenon of eo le e
coming Christians in large grou s is usually an enigma. This is due
rimarily to our individualistic mindset and lifestyle. Among west
erners all the ma or decisions of life are made
y the individual. For
man
and
a
meet
and fall in love, and
a
young girl
e am le, young
then announce to their arents that they are going to marry. Each
individual also makes a ersonal choice a out his or her vocation in
life. Or, the individual attends a church service or reaching mission
somewhere, res onds to the invitation of the reacher, and makes a
ersonal decision to follow Christ. Society laces high value on the
individual government romises to rotect the individual, his rights
and

ro erty.

In eastern

countries, however, the ma or decisions of life

are

result of e tended grou interaction. This is due
consciousness and grou
to a strong sense of grou
he will
In India, if you ask a villager, Who are you

made

usually
rimarily
solidarity.
usually tell
own

name.

as a

you to what grou he elongs rather than give you his
In all eastern countries marriage is an arrangement

etween two families

the

always village
individual is carried out y
Festivals

are

arents choose the hus and

or

tri al affairs.

or

wife.

Disci line against

an

the entire grou . An affront to any
individual is considered an offense to the whole grou .
The missiological ro lem arises when a western missionary goes

John Wesley Beeson Professor of
Christian Missions at As ury Theological Seminary and a former
missionary to India.
Dr.

John

T. Seamands is the

The
land and seeks to

to an eastern

society
that

his individualism u on

a

y strong grou consciousness. Let s su ose
result of his initial evangelistic efforts he is successful in

controlled

as a

im ose

As ury Seminarian

a

gaining a few, scattered, individual converts. His normal reaction is
to re oice in his success and to encourage these few converts to acce t
the rite of a tism and declare themselves as Christians. This
u lic ste , the missionary feels, will clinch the faith of the new
converts and make an im act u on many others. Usually, however,
the results of these hasty, individual a tisms are not eneficial ut
highly detrimental.
In the first lace, the individual convert will more than Hkely suffer
social dislocation. For the first time in his life he has made a ma or
decision
to change his religion
without consulting the mem ers
of his family or the grou . So the family disowns him and the grou
ostraci es him. As

ossi ility

eliminated.

a

result,

contact

witnessing
Grou antagonism

of

fostered, for

to

the grou

with the grou

others and
to the

is severed and the

influencing
missionary

feels that to

ecome

them for Christ is
and the

a

gos el is

Christian is

an

antisocial act, the act of a re el. This uts the tri e or grou against
the church and the church against the tri e. The Christians are
considered

as

ody-snatchers

or

a ductors.

usually suffers from a guilt
ecause he knows he has made a ma or decision without
com le
the regular decision-making rocess of his society.
through
going
And finally, a western ty e of Christianity develo s, ecause the
missionary feels o ligated to take care of his socially ostraci ed
converts
y gathering them into isolated Christian colonies. The
result is Christian ghettos in which the converts imitate the ways of
the western missionary, articularly in regard to their worshi and
religious life.
On the other hand, if the western missionary is wise, he will res ect
the grou -making machinery of such close-knit societies, ut aside
his individualistic outlook, and make an a eal to the whole grou
rather than ust individuals. Su ose a erson wants to ecome a
Christian, then the missionary will say to him, This is fine. But don t
you want to ring some others with you Let s ray for your whole
family to come. Why not invite me to your home to tell your family
mem ers a out Christ. Let s e haust all the attem ts and a roaches
to win them. Thus, a tism of the individual convert is ost oned for
a
eriod until he has made an earnest attem t to win the rest of the
Then

again,

the individual convert

Church Growth through Grou

family

or

Movements

sur rising his eo le with a sudden
already een a ti ed, or will e a ti ed
witnesses to his family of his new faith in

grou . Rather than

announcement that he has

shortly,

the

new convert

Christ and how it has transformed his life. He urges his relatives to
consider the claims of Christ u on their own lives. Meanwhile, y the
witness of his

daily

conduct he will seek to demonstrate the

the

a roach have roved to e
growth and life of the church in the Afro-Asian

transforming ower of the gos el.
The results of such a family or grou
most

eneficial

to

countries. Very often, after much talk and talk- ack at mealtime, or
around the cam fire, or in the market lace, the whole family or a
grou of families decides to follow Christ. Then
esta lished. The grou has een consulted. The

making
an

a

new

attern is

regular decision

rocess has een followed. Becoming a Christian is no longer
antisocial act. The individual does not suffer social dislocation.

Contact with the

family

witness and outreach

Christianity develo s

making further
indigenous ty e of

is maintained,

and grou

ossi le.
eo le come into the church with their
and their own leadershi . The gos el not
A

ecause

more

families, social structures,
only changes individuals, ut has a chance to transform all as ects of
of such grou s are usually more
the society. Churches made u
a
le
to
withstand
etter
sta le,
ersecution, and more effective in
their

disci linary

actions.

Someone asks, What if the individual convert tries his est, ut is
una le to win his family mem ers will you ost one his a tism
indefinitelyT No, we have no right to do this. But at least the

individual s conscience is free. He

can

honestly say,

tried my

est.

Even the eo le will say, Yes, he tried his est, ut we don t want to
e Christian. It s our decision. More than likely, however, the
individual will e a le to win his own family, then his relatives, who

family mem ers and relatives in other villages. In
this way a
eo le movement is inaugurated and moves through a
distinct homogenous ethnical or sociological unit of society. For
e am le, in India such grou movements have s read through
certain castes in Hindu society, while in Africa and animist societies
they have s read through articular clans and tri es.
Again someone may ask, But are these grou movements
theologically valid Salvation is strictly an individual affair. How can
decide to ecome Christian The uestion is ased on a mis
a grou
understanding of the real nature of a eo le movement. Such a
in turn win their

movement

take

is not

a

of

grou

eo le getting together

and

deciding to

vote, so that if the ma ority votes in favor, then the whole
grou will go along. A grou does not have a mind it can t make
decisions. Only individuals can do that. But it is a grou decision in
the sense that several eo le, closely knit in society, make a decision
a

together, after mutual consultation. The decision may take several
months, with rolonged discussion and weighing of the im lications
and cost. There is usually room for stay-outers. Some decide to stay
it s not

out. So

a

ressure movement. It is

a

movement

ased

on

multi-individual, mutually interde endent action. Dr. Donald
McGavran has defined a eo le movement as the oint decision of a
num er of individuals com rising some section of society, erha s
five or
famiUes, which ena les them to ecome Christian without
social dislocation, while remaining in full contact with their nonChristian relatives, thus ena ling other grou s across the years, after
suita le instruction, to ecome Christians and form churches.
Some of the outstanding indigenous churches of the third world
originated in eo le movements. Witness the Karen Church of
Burma, the Batak Church of Sumatra, the Naga Church of India,
and the Fi ian-Samoan Churches of the South Pacific. Take away
the great eo le movements of Africa and Asia and there would e
very little left of the church in that art of the world. Undou tedly the
grou a roach has een God s way in uilding His church in these
lands.

Perha s

we

in the west need to learn

in

our

a

roach

Would it

e

a

lesson from the east. We

uestion,
gos el
effective to challenge

need to ask ourselves the

Have

we

een too individualistic

with the

more

whole families to acce t
Should we seek out the

Christ and the Christian way of life
res onsive homogenous units of our society and seek to

in the Christian faith

Should

we

confront

government with the claims of Christ
Such

an

a

roach

could well

e the

disci le them

usiness, la or, and

evangelism

of the future.

Misunderstanding
Church Growth
y

T.

oe Culum er

growth thinking is at the center of controversy today.
criticism, however, derives from a asic misunderstand
ing on the art of the critics. Church growth thinkers have never
retended to have all the answers, nor to resent a com lete theology
or ecclesiology.
Leading thinkers in church growth are, for the most art, o en to
criticism and a reciative of insights that will strengthen the field of
church growth. Students of church growth are encouraged to read
the est critics of church growth thinking. My concern- is that many
who are critical of certain em hases in church growth will re ect
church growth in toto.
I recently asked a seminarian a out the attitude toward church
growth on his cam us. He re lied it is usually identified with a oke
a out uses from two large churches that crashed in their race to ick
u
assengers in a neigh oring state That may e a logical res onse
to church growth as
o ulari ed today, ut hardly comes to gri s
with the i hcal and theological issues raised y serious e onents of
church growth theory. In any movement, there are those who un
and church growth is not immune at
fairly re resent and e loit it
this oint. Yet even the most outs oken critics of church growth do
The
not re ect a
ro er concern for the growth of Christ s ody.
are significant.
res onses of several critics of church growth
Church

Much of the

John H. Yoder

Wagner, a leading ro onent of church growth thinking,
acknowledges Mennonite scholar John H. Yoder as one ofthe a lest
Peter

of church

growth

critics. Yoder s essay

on

Church Growth Issues

of Light
oe Culum er is Associate Director for Church Growth
and an
Church
and Life Men International ofthe Free Methodist
alumnus of As ury Theological Seminary.

The

As ury Seminarian

Theological Pers ective in The Challenge of Church Growth is
re uired reading for church growth students. Yoder raises the fol
the cleavage e
lowing key issues in church growth theology
tween disci ling and
the
erfecting
uestion of the se uence
of evangelism and nurture
an
the lack of theological de th
over-em hasis on the missionary society s resence as a criterion for
an
growth and
over-em hasis on a conscious strategy of mission.
Yoder concludes his insightful criti ue with these words
in

I want to

e understood

strongly favoring church growth.
grateful
urging of church growth advocates as
it drives mission agencies to e more courageous in criticism
of uestiona le institutional efforts
I su
ort the
concern to get
etter tools to analy e one s own forms of
mission. I su ort the a riori o timism as to the ros ects
for the gos el. There are winna le eo le and our message is
something they are looking for. I share the concern to find
I

as

for the

am

....

ways to let the decision for Christ
culture within which we s eak.

Howard A.
Howard A.

Snyder, writing

have had contact with and

e made in terms of the

Snyder

in The Pro lem

of Wineskins,

enefited from the church

says

I

growth

While in essential agreement with the em hasis
which argues forcefully that Christian churches are divinely intended
to grow significantly in num er
I feel it also needs the corrective of
movement

....

s iritual
technology.
Snyder, whose writings are held in high regard in church growth
circles, cautions against uncritically e uating institutional church
growth with the rogress of the kingdom of God. He argues that
church growth cannot e sim ly made to ha en
y the right
or
shows
it
is
for the
normal
techni ues
rogramming. Snyder
other

i lical

em hases

to

kee it from turning

into

a mere

church to grow, and the need to eliminate those man-made
hindrances which rohi it the church from growing. In The

Community of the King, Snyder endorses
ro erly ualified and understood
Church

growth

does advance the

church

Kingdom

growth thinking,

of God

Misunderstanding
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rovided that y church growth one means the growth, oth
s iritual, of the genuine community of God s
When faithful to the gos el, therefore, the church
eo le
through its growth furthers the cause of the Kingdom.
numerical and
....

Snyder

adds

God has called his church to make

disci les of all eo les
throughout all lands and this im lies numerical growth.
Disci les are counta le. Thus we have the startling and yet
very matter-of-fact recording of numerical growth in the
ook of Acts.

Here

ualifed su

again is

Snyder s
kingdom growth

that

concern

we

ort for church growth thinking.
e uate institutional church growth with
y many within the church growth school.

not

is shared

J. Ro ertson

Mc uilkin

missionary to .Ja an and now
College and Colum ia Graduate
resident
of
Bi
le
and
School
Missions, critici es the church growth
movement from the ers ective of a friendly outsider. Mc uilkin
surveys five key rinci les of church growth in the light of Scri ture,
noting certain dangers and weaknesses. These rinci les of church
Is numerical church growth
growth corres ond to five uestions
it right for the church to
Is
a most crucial task in missions
Are eo le
concentrate on the res onsive segments of society
Are anthro ological studies
movement conversions valid
Will
for
large growth result from using
evangelism
legitimate
and
church growth
techni ues Res onding to these
rinci les
uestions in Measuring the Church Growth Movement. Mc uilkin
. . Ro ertson

Mc uilkin,

a

former

of Colum ia Bi le

concludes

Study of

the

i lical

asis of the

ma or

church

growth

to this
resu ositions suggests that
of the
None
uestion of i lical vahdity is not ossi le.
resu ositions, rightly understood, need e in conflict with
i lical teaching. However, only two were seen to flow
a

directly from

i lical mandates,

uniform

answer

two more

seemed to

e

The

derived from

i lical

e tra i lical, lacking

rinci les,
oth

even

antithetical to

i lical theology.

was

weaknesses,
with

see

seen to

e

rinci le
intrinsically

for

and
e

not seen to

Here is another critic of church

does not

one was

mandate

validation. Yet

this

and

As ury Seminarian

growth who, conscious of its
growth as conflicting

the thrust of church

Scri ture.
Orlando

. Costas

Along with John H. Yoder, Peter Wagner singles out Orlando
E. Costas as a church growth critic demanding a hearing.
criticism

Costas

is

articularly im ortant ecause he re re
third world
ers ective on church growth.
Costas devotes a significant section
ages of The Church
and Its Mission
to restating and reaffirming church growth
rin
ci les. He acknowledges the i lical asis and im erative for church
growth, its theological rationale, and the
ositive contri u
sents

a

nonwestern

tion it makes to the mission of the church. The Latin American

missiologist
thinking.

also deals with the

ro lem

areas

in church

growth

Costas isolates five

ro lem areas in church growth thinking
a theological focus that is
ase
church-centered rather than Christocentric
a truncated conce t
of mission
an am iguous conce t of man and sin and
an overreliance on anthro ology to the e clusion of the other social sciences.
Still he is uick to admit that his own critical interaction with
church growth is not meant to e a negative criticism,
ut rather a
for
church
ositive ro osal
strengthening
growth thinking. Costas
a

shallow hermeneutical

concludes

Church

growth theory a
ositive theory of mission
o served, its ro onents are o
.

.

.

and

of its weak

oints.

of mission. It

ears

as

....

an

And

en to the

im ortant
as

I have

strengthening

In this res ect, it is an o en theory
ehooves every one of us, therefore, as

res onsi le churchmen,
can in our ministry and
valua le insights.

to
to

utili e

it

strengthen

as

much

it with

as

our

we
own
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Rene Padilla
Another third world
Rene Padilla,

a

ers ective

church

on

growth is advanced y
Argentina. In his Lausanne

Latin American from

address, Evangelism and the World, Padilla offered a corrective to
church growth thinking
It follows that the real

uestion

with

regard to the growth of
a
e ansion

the church is not successful numerical

ut faithfulness
atterned after worldly standards
gos el, which will surely lead us to ray and work for
more
eo le to ecome Christians. I am for uantity, ut for
uantity in the conte t of faithfulness to the gos el. I am for
num ers, ut for num ers of eo le who have heard a
resentation of the gos el in which the issues of faith and
success

to the

un elief have

While Padilla

tem tation

as a

een made clear

criti ues
to

.

.

.

.

the num ers orientation of church

su mit to

worldly standards, still
growth thinking

asic thrust of church

.

.

The numerical

e

ansion

of the church is

a

growth

he affirms the

legitimate

for anyone who takes the Scri tures seriously
Further
This concern as such should not e uestioned

concern

....

more, there is

eo le

nothing

for Christ will

of Christians

as a

to

insure that those who win fewer

e a le to show forth

result

.

.

a

higher uality

.

Marcus Barth

res ected i lical theologian writing on the ook of E hesians
years rior to the resent church growth controversy has an
im ortant insight into church growth. In his study of E hesians,
which is
asically an ecclesiology, Marcus Barth uncovered the
i lical asis for church growth. He writes
A

some

Of the

signs

on earth, there are many
is, there growth and uilding

living church s e istence

....

Where the church

to grow
lace. It is characteristic of the church
invisi
le.
remain
visi ly. Roots and foundations might

take

But it is

...

a

visi le evidence of the church s

resence and life
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in the world that it is

a structure
growing y eing oined
together
, and a ody eing uilt and uilding itself
,
. It is a sign of the church that it resem les in art a
living lant, in art a growing human ody, in art a house
in the rocess of eing uilt. The meta hors rooted and
grounded refer to the mystery of growth and of life that

sustains the church.

Thus, Marcus Barth s i lical scholarshi affirms the i lical asis
for church growth. He goes on to show that the numerical e ansion
of the church is asic to the New Testament. He is so convinced of the
centrality of the growth of the church in E hesians that he warns

E hesians is read with less than care when only the conce t of the
ody of Christ is derived from it, and when the vital conce t of the
is ignored.
growth of the ody
Conclusion
Much

thinking

of the

misunderstanding surrounding

e cleared u

can

once

church

and understood. Church
and its advocates

with the rest of the
church

growth
ro erly defined
asically o en-ended,

growth is

growth thinking is
continuing dialogue
theological community. As with
eager for

are

growth has its

weaknesses. Yet

church

even

and interaction

any movement,
those critical of church

growth thinking e ress endorsement of the asic thrusts of church
growth. Granted, the endorsements are uahfied. But they reflect a
discernment which acknowledges weaknesses in church growth
without re ecting the entire church growth em hasis.
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y Ral h

D. Winter

I first encountered McGavran s force of ersonality at the time his
. The hrase church growth
Bridges of God was u lished in
was not as
then
as
the
rominent
conce t of the eo le movement.
The ri
of
interest
missionaries
caused y the a earance
le
among
of that ook can only e com ared to the im act of Roland Allen s
writings, or erha s those of Watchman Nee. But y contrast, Mc
Gavran s ideas were much more s ecific and thus ro a ly elicited
, when the Church Growth
greater fear or favor. Certainly y
Bulletin had gotten well into circulation, McGavran and the church
growth anner were ro a ly more widely discussed than any
other su ect relating to mission strategy. By
, church growth
had ecome a vast and com le su ect and in some ways an actual
movement.

During

those ten years I was not merely a s ectator. In
article of my own on church lanting field strategies had

,

an

caught

McGavran s eye. Then, my involvement in the theological education
y e tension movement reinforced his interest, so that I was invited

oin

Ti

ett

Seminary s
My
role in that faculty soon ecame one of seeking a fresh analysis of the
story of Christianity from an anthro ological and missionary oint
of view. I attem ted to see the entire story from the oint of view of
the crossing of cultural frontiers and the dynamic res onse of new
eo les to the gos el of Jesus Christ. Differing theological streams
often seemed to corres ond to cultural traditions, and so even the
history of theology was seen in a new light. The Reformation ecame
to some e tent a ma or e am le of the reaction of a mission field to
the Latin and Roman cultural overhang
to use a McGavran
e ression.
to

him and Alan

in the second year of Fuller

new

School of World Mission and Institute of Church Growth.

Dr.

Ral h

D. Winter is the founder and director of the U.S.

Center for World Mission in

Pasadena, California.

Meanwhile, do ens, hundreds

aries from at least

y the magnet

of the

and

mission
eventually over
assed through my classes, attracted
new mood and the harvest
theology o timism
countries

that characteri ed McGavran s heart eat.
In its infancy the movement could e characteri ed as a
assion for
winning eo le to Christ cou led with a concern that this e done on
the solid asis of the structured
of the
the

fellowshi

living church,

latter as ect eing the distinctive element. An additional
given was
the erce tion of the human erson as a mem er of a
grou , the
itself having dura le significance. Now in its
grou
maturity, the
movement has

roduced

church

growth writings which today

ulk

larger
flowing from any other
missionary tradition in the ast
years. The ody of terminology
and theory is y now much more com le ,
es ecially if you could
somehow ca ture the current thinking not yet fully u lished. In
this I think immediately of eo le like Alan Ti ett, Arthur Glasser,
C. Peter Wagner, and Charles Kraft, who are only now to the oint
where their mature reflections can e e ressed in u lished form, all
four of whom have ma or works in the offing.
McGavran s own latest ook which will a ear at a out the same
time as this article . Ethnic Reality and the Church,
may e the
of
all
he
has
ever
for
its su title is Lessons from India.
done,
ca stone
Everything that McGavran has ever written has stayed very close to
the em irical facts and a data
ase. He does not s in out
theories.
But
no
ook
that
he has ever roduced is as
hiloso hical
and
as
monitored
strictly
thoroughly
y intimately known reality as
than the total

this
all

ooks and materials

ook which may in many res ects
om shells that he has ever roduced.

most recent

The nice

thing a out
always

closeness it has

e the greatest of

growth movement, in fact, is the
maintained to the facts on the field. Some

the church

theologians have een rankled y the theoretical and theological
im lications which surface constantly as ractical issues have een
dealt with. But no one has ever successfully accused church growth
writers of eing urely armchair strategists. There is not a ure
theologian among them, and s eaking now as a church growth
e onent, one wonders if there can e any validity to a ure theology.
All valid theology must derive from the encounter of the gos el of
Christ with the real world. Is the church growth movement one lace
where the cutting edge of theology ought to e
The chief draw ack of this movement now in its maturity is that

As ury

Seminarian

ecome too

o ular for

The
the church

growth hrase may have almost
good, and some of its est friends

may have unwittingly
ecome its greatest enemies. Like many other things, the hrase
church growth can e hi acked and flown to unintended destina

its

own

missionary, one wonders out loud where the domesticated
growth is going. The recurrent cry of those
who react y saying that church growth is not as im ortant as the
uality of church life certainly have a real oint, so long as they
finally understand that that is one of McGavran s oints as well
Indeed, church growth as a hrase lends itself and has lent itself
to so many different em hases that
y now it is almost always
essential to s eak more recisely whenever the su ect is treated. For
e am le, Ti ett suggested the hrase organic growth to refer to
the various structural and
ualitative changes reflected in the
internal growth of a congregation a art from the actual addition of
new mem ers. Similarly, I have in my writings tried to distinguish
etween the adding of new mem ers to a congregation e ansion
growth and the lanting of new congregations e tension growth .
I have
een es ecially concerned a out what I call
ridging
the
which
was
classical
a
case
of
e
tension
growth
growth, s ecial
Pauline task where y a church was for the first time orn within a
cultural tradition that had no indigenous church at all, some of these
distinctions are indicated in the following diagrams

tions. As

a

U.S. version of church

E

Internal Growth

.

S iritual growth
growth
Conversion growth

.

ansion Growth

Biological growth
growth
EConversion growth

. Structural

. Transfer

. E-

.

E tension Growth

Church

Bridging Growth

lanting
I

Cross-cultural
Church Planting

Once these various ty es of growth are distinguished we can ask
what, for e am le, a seminary curriculum looks like through these

actually tried to do this when s eaking recently at GordonSeminary, and I discovered to my own sur rise that the vast
ma ority of all courses in seminary are designed to e ui a erson to
work for organic growth within e isting congregations. However,

glasses.

I

Conwell
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thanks to the church growth movement, there are now, in fact, some
seminaries which offer courses that deal with the e ansion
growth
of e isting congregations. But how many seminaries offer a course
that teaches very

s ecifically the techni ues of esta lishing
com letely
congregations e tension growth or more rarely
still, esta lishing a new congregation, as Paul did and as Luther did
for the mere onlookers in e isting congregations, whose own cultural
tradition ossessed no indigenous church
ridging growth
Naturally the average seminary student u on graduating would
refer to go to work where there is already a well-esta lished church.
new

Who then will start the

new

churches

Is the Southern

Board s Division of Mission the

Ba tist

Home

only agency in America that knows
to esta lish new non-English s eaking

how

really knows how
congregations y the hundreds and thousands
The a
alling fact is that the situation is no etter overseas. The
average new missionary would also like to go where there are already
elievers, and the average mission agency today atterns its
ro ortionate em hasis much along the lines of the seminary. Most
missionaries are occu ied in tasks that would classify as organic
church growth, and erha s uite a few in e ansion church growth,
ut very few in e tension church growth even though the force of the
church growth movement has rought into rominence in the last ten
years the category of the church- lanting missionary. But I

estimate at the most nine
related to the

uni ue

ercent of American missionaries

function which

distinguished

Paul s

are

at all

career

o ening of the door for the gos el into a new culture where there
the category I have called
indigenous church
ridging growth.
Lest I e accused of an over-s eciali ed interest in view ofthe fact
that I have left a school of generali ed church growth to found an
institution focused e clusively on ridging growth let me hasten to
laud and a rove and consider a solutely
say how much I a
essential a continued and relentless study of the true re uirements of
the organic, e ansion and e tension growth rocesses. Let one
e am le suffice
the

is not yet any

years, the United States has gone from a rural to an
ur an nation and the communicant o ulation has moved from
In the

ast

or more to may e
something like five ercent in congregations of
or
of
in
more,
de
ending u on the
congregations
ercent
church grou you study. Furthermore, the wealthiest, most vocal
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of the denominations today are deni ens of
leading mem ers
ur
an
large
congregations, and the SchuUer syndrome has now
heralded what may e the largest single trend in the history of
American Christianity, the New Testament itself eing revised to fit.
Someone has ut it, The California version now reads, Where two
or three thousand are gathered together, there am I in the midst of

the

the

them.

logical outcome of church growth thinking It all
de ends If e ansion growth were the only valued measurement, we
would have to say yes. But one of the serious unsolved ro lems
which fairly shouts for the attention of everyone, including church
growth thinkers, is the sim le fact that anonymity may increase with
the si e of a congregation and erha s even succeed in out alancing
the other enefits of large congregations. It s like saying, If three
children in a family are nice, are thirty etter
Internal ministry and
formal
or
tend
informal,
accounta ihty,
seriously to suffer in the
church.
The
tell-tale
large
early sym tom of the disease eing the
need to wear name tags
A second challenge to church growth thinking growing out of the
henomenon of ur ani ation is the distinction McGavran hel fully
draws etween transfer growth and conversion growth. It may not e
that every su er-church will e as indefatiga ly determined as
Schuller s is in reaching the truly unchurched. What a refreshing
sur rise to hear that one astor of a California su er-church virtually
commanded a thousand of his eo le, who had een warming ews
and soaking u high uality Bi le teaching for three or more years, to
kindly leave so that they might e a le now to contri ute to the
do ens of little struggling churches that are many times the victims of
the raiding ower of what are often unhealthy su er-churches.
In other words, unless church growth thinkers, y whatever name,
can diagnose the endemic
ro lems of almost every church with
more than
mem ers, and come u with organic growth solutions,
it is a self-defeating rocess to go out in e tension and ridging
growth and lant new churches anywhere in the world since
ur ani ation is today virtually an irreversi le lanetary trend.
However, in the meantime, the most rofound and ineradica le
stirring in McGavran s heart is nevertheless clearly akin to that of
the a ostle and of his Lord who came that those who sit in darkness
should see a great light. Paul went to the regions eyond, where
Christ had not yet een named, a ers ective which ultimately and
Is this the
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inevita ly forces to our attention not merely the statistics of the vast
glo al growth of the Christian church, ut the highest riority of the
regions eyond the fringes of resently enetrated social grou s. Will
the hrase church growth,
y the force of its etymology alone,
maintain this movement true to that stirring of McGavran s heart I
think not Just as enicillin was once a otent and magnificent drug
ut now harmful acteria have learned to go le it u without eing
truly affected, so church growth as a hrase can very easily ecome
no more than a fancy new way to e
ress the enduring cor orate
selfishness

of

a

local

church, of

an

am itious

astor, of

a

we cannot decry this. Paul in his
rison
whenever
Christ
was
determined
to
Phili
ians
re
oice
e istle
was
reached, whatever the motives. But to restrain ourselves from a
wholesale condemnation of the roliferation of new interest across
America today in church growth is not all God asks of us. Paul could
restrain himself from condemning those who stood in the ul it
re oicing in his continued im risonment which gave them o or
tunity for rominence, ut he yielded no restraints in his unrelenting
eal for the regions eyond.
Thus church growth, des ite all McGavran has oured of his very
life s lood into that hrase, may well ecome another theological
een high acked to an unintended destination like
term that has
missionary, mission, evangelism, salvation, etc. Far etter to know
McGavran, and to follow him. But of course, over , churning all

denominational office. Yet
to the

I write these words, he will not last forever. Let us look
eyond him to the Lord of the harvest, who clearly calls us out of
our own growth or anything related to us, and ust
ourselves,

over

India

or

eyond

that any erson or eo
denomination that seeks only to

clearly

as

as

warns

growth, will
eyond.
I

William

le

or

save

lose its life. McGavran s kind

congregation
itself,
y church
of church growth goes

Carey Li rary, South Pasadena, California

nation

or

even

.

Book Reviews
At the Master s Feet,

Fleming

y

Sadhu Sundar

H. Revel,
,
.
Genuine Christian and Indian

re rint

of

the reader

a

dee ly s iritual
uickly into the

so

But the work is in

.

.

Singh,

Old

mysticism finds e

work. It is

rare

to

find

a

Ta

an,

ression

NJ

in this

ook that takes

resence of God.

ad need of

editing.

Correction

ought to e
the latter two needing
, ,
,
laces eg
.
elementary unctuation changes . U dating in language would
rove highly eneficial for readers of a ook so rich in meaning eg.
sometimes language is ust lan unclear.
.
Like God Calling, a devotional which ro ects God s voice in first
erson language, At The Master s Feet ro ects the same directness
from lace to lace. The ro lem is inconsistency sometimes God
comes on in the first
erson, other times Singh s eaks to us, and at
still other times generali ed e ression takes over.
The Sadhu s flare for analogy is remarka le. Clearly he is gifted as
a teacher and communicator of s iritual truth.
The work divides conveniently into cha ters, sections and
su sections for daily devotional e ercise.
Perha s the highest value of the ook is that the author elieves he
elieves without e uivocation. Herein is stalwart authority.
Donald E. Demaray
Granger E. and Anna A. Fisher Professor of Preaching
made in many

The Origins of New Testament Christology,
Downers Grove, IL Inter Varsity Christian
. Pa er ack.
This slender volume is the first in

a

y Howard Marshall,
.
Fellowshi ,

series entitled. Issues

y

Contem orary Theology,
y
designed as an introduction, and gives a anoramic view of recent
scholarshi concerning the doctrine of the erson of Christ. Of
necessity, as the author e lains, the treatment is introductory and
therefore cursory. It is hmited to the syno tic gos els and thus does
not take into ade uate account the Johannine view or the Pauline
view of Christology.
edited

I. H. Marshall. This volume is

By way of survey, Marshall, a Methodist, is senior lecturer in New
Testament e egesis at the University of A erdeen. His introduction

riefly the contri utions made y H. P. Liddon who gave the
. Critical scholarshi in this area was
Bam ton Lectures in
initiated y W. Bousset ofthe history of religion school of thought.
Bousset was a rationalist who sought to e lain Christian
theology
a art from su ernatural influence on the asis of tracing its origin to
contem orary religious thought. This rationalistic view was
countered
y a conservative scholar, A. E. Rawlinson. Although
using the historical-critical method, he came out in favor of the
orthodo or conservative view. Vincent Taylor, using the redactioncritical a roach, concluded that Jesus was conscious of His divine
sonshi . Oscar Cullmann, articulating the salvation-history school
of inter retation, argued that for Jesus to do what He actually did.
He had to e the Son of God and Savior. Thus, Christology arose out
of meditation u on salvation-history. Marshall s ends most of his
time dealing with the work of the German scholar, Ferdinand Hahn,
notes

who followed the tradition of Bousset

influence
also

on

the church and its

reoccu ies

in

a

more

refined

theology.

ut his conclusions

Marshall s contri ution is to review
as

The work of R. H. Fuller

Marshall in his review. Fuller s method is different

from that of Hahn

su ect

ut

Hahn stresses the influence of Hellenistic Gentile

manner.

it deals with the titles

given

are

very similar.
research

scholarly

to Jesus. The titles

dwells u on at greater length are Son of Man, Christ,
and Son of God. Titles that are not touched u on include

David and Servant of the Lord. In

a

rief conclusion

or

on

the

which he

Lord,
Son of

summary

of his work, Marshall finds that the origin of the Christology is
Jewish rather than agan and that it is congenial to the soil of
Palestine and
notes that

Syria.

In addition he stresses the historical Jesus and

ehind the claims

are

the Person. In addition Marshall

im ortance of the resurrection in the formulation of early
Christology. Last, he discovers that the early church was
not rimarily interested in the manhood of Jesus, as is contem orary
Christology, ut rather in His work as the Son of God. Thus oth the
incarnation and the resurrection were the ma or influences in the
formation of New Testament Christology.
The
ook reflects a ma or investment y the author in wading
the
work of many New Testament theologians and critically
through
assessing their work. His scholarshi is thorough and therefore
notes the

Christian
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res onsi le.

He

recogni es

only
laying

that this is

eginning and ho es to
the groundwork in this

a

own contri ution after
The
thoroughness and the fairness with which this work is
survey.
e ecuted augers well for his forthcoming contri ution. Meanwhile
the reader will do well to find in this a valua le orientation to the

make his

doctrine of Christ s

erson.

George A. Turner

Professor of
Genesis and Early Man,

Pa ers.

Arthur Custance is

rocess of

written

a

re u hshing

over

the

y

Arthur C. Custance, Grand Ra ids
ten volume Doorway

. Volume H of the

.

.

ondervan,

Bi lical Literature

course

Canadian

anthro ologist

who is in the

a ers in ten volumes. The a ers were
of his career, with the ones collected in this

closely relating to his s ecial field of anthro ology. The
the
fossil remains of early man, the remains of early
are
to ics
the
culture,
intelligence level of early man, the su osed evolution of
the human skull, the fallacy of anthro ological reconstructions, and
the ro lem of the origin of language if evolution is acce ted.

volume most

The

has

creations

to

inter retation that
series of s ecial
creationist, im lying

is that ofthe school of

ers ective

come

e called

i lical

a

years ago. Statement and defense of
ut the rest are
a ers,
ears in the first two
ut also to those who elieve in
to creationists,

y fiat ,

to

osition a
acce ta le not only
God s creative activity
this

,

over a

longer

s an of time

y

a

variety

of

means.

Since these were

inde endently u lished

a ers, the volume lacks

of theme, and has numerous, ut not o ressive, re etitions.
Unlike many creationists, Custance does not de end on the writings
of other little known creationists, ut is familiar with the literature of
anthro ology and cites most of the well-known authorities in that

unity

highly selective, drawing u on
o inions that su ort the oint eing made. Among the many
oints made are the following cranial ca acity is not related to
intelligence the greater the scarcity of remains, the more swee ing
the generali ations that are made y anthro ologists degeneration
of cultures is as likely as im rovement initially esta lished geo
logical and anthro ological dates are consistently lowered y
successive scholars anthro ological evidence still su orts the

field. The

those

use

of the authorities is

Book Reviews

Middle East

as

ingly re ecting

the

origin

cultural

of man and anthro ologists are increas
evolution, ut not iological evolution.

Custance su orts many more such assertions
e ertly, creatively
and intelligently. The only caution is that the
a ers are a little dated,
having een written over the last two decades, with little revision for
this u lication. There is also the
ty ical creationist de endence on
old sources, and the attem t to discredit evolution
the

y noting
frauds, ut this is not the asic argument of the ook so
these are only minor flaws. With these
reservations, the volume is
well worth reading.
handful of

Ivan L.
Former ATS
A

Sym osium
House,

on

Book
In
word

of

Creation, V, Edited
.

. .
ages.
ook I am going to

reviewing this
sym osium is su

ideas,

osed

to mean

a

a ilka

Registrar, Ph.D. Candidate

y Donald

W.

Patton, Baker

nit ick

for

a

minute. The

conference for the e

change

collection of essays on a to ic. Since the first im lies
differences of o inion, and the latter im lies a unifying theme, the
title of this nearly annual collection of essays is no longer
or a

a ro riate. The sym osiums have een increasingly dominated
y the general ers ective of the Creation Research Society with no
real contri ution from Christians with other ers ectives. Secondly,
the essays in this volume deal with science history as well as themes
that more closely relate to creation, if you inter ret that to mean
rimarily evolution. Finally, the cover advertising orders on the
dishonest when it calls government statisticians and Indian school
men of science. Only three of the seven authors have

directors

doctorates, and only one of these is in a science, a second in
hiloso hy of science, and a third in a technological area.
This is the thinnest ook of this series, erha s in uality as well as

earned

the

uantity. The one science Ph.D. writes out of his field in the history
science, the aeronautical technologist writes on iology, and only
the hiloso her stays in his field and roduces the e cellent iece.
This
ook will
lease those who identify thoroughly with the
Creation Research Society, although they may egin to feel like
science fiction fans who uy anthologies and find they have read all
of

the stories

efore.

est essays include The Gentile Names of God
y Gordon
T.
H.
Leith.
The
Holmes Fraser and Galileo and the Church
y
The
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most

E.

interesting

may e Evolution The Ocean Says No
y Stuart
and the least valua le is the article on Gregor Mendel y

Nevins,

Bolton Davidheiser which

resents nothing

y

new

way of

inter re

tation and not very much y way of significance.
I elieve that most readers will agree with me that this is the least

satisfying

of this series.
a ilka

Ivan L.
Former A TS

Remem er

Thy Creator, y G.

Richard

Registrar, Ph. D. Candidate

Gul , Grand Ra ids
Pa er ack.

. .
House,
. Inde .
Evolution is the theme. As we would e

Book

.

Book House e

resses

a

ect,

a

conservative view. In this

Baker

ook from Baker

case

evolution is

un hiloso hical, non-scientific s eculation of the
scientists that has led to close-minded dogmatism on their art.
Evolution is viewed as unsettling to young eo le and a threat to
faith in the Word of God. This is the first of many oints where the
resented

as an

ook misses the mark. Faith is to

e e ercised toward the

erson of
us of

Christ, and confidence e ercised toward the Word which tells

su ect from Christian writ
ers ective entirely distorts the threat of
evolution to the Christian faith, y making this the central attle,
rather than the divinity of Christ and the uni ueness of the Christian
revelation as the really im ortant attle that is currently eing waged.
As with most ooks written y those who write outside the field of
their e ertise Cul is an osteo ath with an M.S. in otany from the
University of Michigan the ook is a rehash of the views of others
and a synthesis of arguments against evolution which vary widely in

Him. As with many other
ers, this su tle change in

ooks

value. The main weakness is

roof and

dis

a

on

this

failure to understand what constitutes

roof of theories in the sciences. While

Cul does
finger many of the laces where the roof of evolution is inade uate,
he fails utterly in his efforts at dis roof The most telling e am le of
this is the assum tion made y numerous other ooks of this ty e
valid

that the e osure of two or three hoa es, and the demonstration that
Louis S. B. Leakey dated most of his finds without any tests or
human ty es

are a

case

on

The

uilding

fraud. This contention will

e ce tions.

ook is written for

never

Christians, and often

e hortation and assertion without

roof

or

e

roved

uilds its

e am le.

case

y
y

The authorities

Book Reviews
used to su

ort the

case are

o scure

figures

at

minor schools, which

ut will do little to shake the nonmay encourage the Christian,
eliever. A few statements des erately needing su ort are not

footnoted. A final

ro lem is that the author is still destroying
evolutionary oints
longer held or long since modified. The
arguments are sim ly out of date at times. No ade uate e lanation
of a i lical theory to re lace the evolutionary is resented in many
ook assumes a negative destructive tone without
cases, thus, the
uilding anything in its lace.
In general then, this is not the definitive criti ue of the theory of
evolution that is so des erately needed y the Christian church and
y scientists themselves. It can e of some hel as a hand ook to
no

Christians. But it will

convince

not

a

scientist you

want to

win

over

will it make any im act u on the
ers ective
scientific community in the renewal of the evolutionary controversy.

to a

i lical

nor

Ivan L.

Former A TS

Science Te t ook Controversies and the Politics

Dorothy Nelkin, Cam ridge,
Seldom does

this

a

reviewer

MA

a solutely

ook is that for those interested in te t ook

relations of science and

of E ual Time, y

The MIT Press,

come across

a ilka

Registrar, Ph. D. Candidate

must

.

.

reading,

controversies,

.

ut
the

religion,

and the renewed controversy
i lical creationism. Dr.
etween
ro onents of evolution and
Nelkin has resented an essentially alanced and sym athetic

of the controversies in terms of the sociological as ects that
crucial. The conclusion is that te t ook critics are en oying a
large measure of success ecause they lend three American

analysis

are

o ulist democracy.
ed is that etween evolution and
creation and the resentation ofthe former in iology te t ooks, ut
some attention is also given to social science curriculums develo ed
y the National Science Foundation. The first two cha ters give an
historical survey of revious controversies and the source of revised
science curriculums in the
s, followed y an analysis of the
the
te t ook watchers,
atriotic, religious and technological
traditions science, religion and
The main controversy analy

The third section of
grou s formed to com at scientific humanism.
iology te t
two cha ters deals with the California and Te as
controversies and the MACOS social science curriculum. The final

section relates

to

science and social resistance

to

it.

The As ury Seminarian

large measure and
is in terms
accurately resented. The most telHng criti ue on .
of the scatter gun range of creationist interests, the selectivity
racticed in the use of factual information, the ignoring of masses of
The views of the creationists

are

understood in

ers ective,

e contained in the creationist

data that cannot

and the

failure of creationists to understand the function of theories, models,
standards of evidence and the criteria of roof. Some of these
criticisms relate to issues raised
other creationist

writings

y this reviewer

when

in the Seminarian. Nelkin

evaluating

only occasion

ally is tinged with sensationalism, as when she reveals that the direc
tor of one rominent creation society has only an honorary doctorate
from

e

a

hone

ose

is

ook

college

with

no

cam us,

or

when the element of

resent in the listing of key creationists

on

secular

cam uses. There is one factual error in the lacing of Bo .lones
University in Arkansas. The reference is a arently to .lohn Brown

University,

for Bo

e disconcerted to find themselves

will also

Day Adventists

. Evangelicals
.
lum ed with Seventh

.Tones is in South Carolina

and Christian Scientists

as

fundamentalists. This

sociologist who should have done
oint.
With res ect to most other sociological oints the analysis of
ro lems for the scientist in American society is erce tive. The
o ular image of science as resenting certainty, while the internal
image of tentativeness is the reality, generates communication
ro lems. The selection of olitical action y the creationists, and
the a eal for lay decision on the merits of scientific ideas, also
generates
ro lems for the scientific elite, which assumes that
internal controls and evaluation are the a ro riate methods. The
te t ook controversies are also laced in the larger conte t of rotest
against the a arently un redicted and inhuman results of science
that have come from a variety of sources in American society.
seems an

inadmissi le

her homework

This

ook

which they

religiously
also

serve

can

error

for

a

etter at this

revent creationists from

a

distorted self conce t in

elieve that all their controversies with evolutionists
or

scientifically,

are

cuhurally motivated. It may
antidote to the conce t that all

and not also

the secular scientist

as an

the controversy stems from o scurantism alone. The internal
logic of the creationist construct is ade uately dis layed. Since the
cost

is

rohi itive, get

a

co y of this

ook from

a

li rary

and read it.

Ivan L.
Former A TS

a ilka

Registrar, Ph. D. Candidate
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On

Whom the Fire Fell,

Testimonies

Leroy Brown, Kansas City
This well-written ooklet

of Holiness Giants,

Beacon Hill Press,
.
can e read in an
evening or

.

.

y
.

morning as
a manual of devotion. The author,
rofessor of s eech at Point
Loma College, rovides a gra hic ortrayal of seven reachers in the
modern hohness movement in America

all of them e

onents of

the grace of entire sanctification. In ca sular form the reader is given
a vivid
icture of these seven giants who with their human ualities
were

vehicles of divine grace. All of them were evangelists yet with
Amanda Smith, the lack woman with a world

diverse ministries
wide

ministry,

founding fathers H. C. Morrison and P. F.
Bresee .
they e erienced and roclaimed that erfect
love which casts out fear
the e erience of divine grace never
more needed and relevant than today. Author and
u lisher deserve
our gratitude for
them
and
their
our attention
witness
to
ringing
again today.
In

and

common

George A. Turner
Professor of Bi lical Literature

Redating the

y

New Testament,

John A. T.

,
hia Westminster Press,
This is another sensational ook

u lic

means

ook entitled Honest

with his

considera le

y

study

adverse to

in the

.
the
to

Ro inson, Philadel

.
who stirred u the
God. Ro inson has done

isho

ooks of the New Testament and he is

u setting

esta Ushed theories. His

y no

ook Honest to

God distur ed conservatives his Redating the New Testament
es ecially distur s li erals. His asic remise is that one ofthe most
im ortant events in the first century, from the stand oint of the
Christian

reUgion

.lerusalem and its

and the Jewish

tem le

faith,

was

the destruction of

in Jerusalem in A.D.

oint

of

ro a le

to

. The

ook of the New Testament gives any
de arture
recognition of this event. He wonders how it is ossi le for any New
to remain silent on this very
Testament ook written after A.D.
event in history. Conse uently, he goes through each
is that

no

significant

ook of the New Testament and finds it

date each

one

rior

to A.D.

ossi le

if not

.

look at the Pauline e istles and
Accordingly,
written efore A.D.
een
have
all
could
rior or
they
the
Even
in
Caesarea.
astoral letters,
during Paul s im risonment
which y many li erals are regarded as non-Pauline, he acce ts as
he takes

decides

a

new

The As ury Seminarian

genuine

they ear striking resem lances to other
admittedly Pauline and are fairly early in the a ostle s
career. He also finds unconvincing the arguments that the language
of the astorals reflects a later eriod in church history when a
monarchial government was acce ted and that the faith was a ody
of doctrine rather than trust in Christ as Savior. Second Timothy,
usually considered to e Paul s last letter from his Roman
im risonment, is linked to the time of the Phili ian letter.
Ro inson is unconvinced y his li eral contem oraries that Acts is
not historical. Instead he
elieves it as serious and trustworthy
history. Among other things he notes that Matthew was concerned
more than the other evangehsts with the relation of Christianity to
the Tem le, the riesthood and the sacrifices Mt.
- . He oints
out it would e rather strange if Matthew was written after the tem le
no longer e isted. He takes issue with critics who see in Matthew the
and argues that

letters that

are

reflections of the issues current in the latter

art of the first century.

ook of .lames he considers very early,
.
rior to A.D.
Second Peter he considers to e a ostoUc and rior to A.D.
. He
The

ases this u on the date of Jude. Convinced that readers of the first
century were very concerned a out seudonymous authorshi , he

argues that readers would e unwilling to acce t a dece tion. He
concludes that Jude and Second Peter were written to Jewish

Christian
Rome.

congregations a

out A.D.

Ro inson finds it incredi le that the
written after A.D.

when

a

efore Peter set out for

or

e istle

of He rews

was

reference to the fall of Jerusalem and

the cessation of sacrifices would have added

so

much to this author s

argument. Revelation he dates in the s and the ersecution y Nero
rather than the last decade of the first century under the ersecution

y Domitian. The gos el and e istles of John he dates rior to A.D.
uite largely ecause the discoveries of the Dead Sea Scrolls have
shown that the language and conce ts could well have originated in
Palestine during this first seven decades of the first century, and there
is no need to date them late from an origin in the Dias ora. The
author concludes that the a ostle John was the author of the gos el

that

ears his name, and that it reflects

a

maturation.
Converted from the
adheres to the
was

early

osition

eriod

of late date of

. This leads him to

years in

authorshi ,

date and hence is left with the

written after A.D.

of

he

now

ro lem of what

reassess

the

dating

of

Book Reviews
the

a ostohc fathers to an early date following A.D.

the century.
The volume is

carefully documented with e

and the end of

tensive footnotes. The

author is a reast of contem orary scholarshi and also takes into
account older scholarshi . As much as any author known to this

reviewer, Ro inson is in command of New Testament scholarshi
for the ast century. His oldness to reak with tradition and to

e eriment with new theories frees him from some of his revious
conce tions and from the acce tance of the so-called results of
critical studies. The volume is to e taken seriously ecause it is
carefully documented and well reasoned. It is more than a wild
hy othesis or merely an audacious challenge. It is already causing
considera le ferment among New Testament scholars.
George Allen Turner

Professor of Bi

lical Literature

Book Briefs
Eli ah and the Secret of His Power, y F. B. Meyer, Chicago
.
Moody Press,
.
and
Meyer, great reacher
dee er-life conference s eaker, did a
of
worth
study
remem ering. This re rint comes out at a good
Eli ah
of our day need dee ening. But this
for
new
converts
time,
many
reviewer would like to see such classic materials u dated for hear
ing in the last uarter of the twentieth century.
Cruden s Pocket Dictionary of Bi le Terms, y Ale ander Cruden,
.
Grand Ra ids Baker Book House,
. .
.
Here s an unusual one
Interested in historical documents

lanatory material e tracted from the original and una ridged
y Ale ander Cruden. And it s useful, too, though one

e

concordance

would, of

ose himself to current tools for Bi le

course, want to e

study Cruden s

-

dates

.

Praying Jesus Way, y Curtis C. Mitchell, Old Ta an, NJ Fleming
.
.
Com any,
Curtis Mitchell, Th.D., o ular gos el reacher and Bi le teacher,

H. Revell

gives

at the

for

e laining the rayer life of Jesus. His work is aimed
layman. Peo le with good knowledge of the gos els will look

us a

more

ook

advanced material to stimulate them.

Donald E. Demaray

Granger

The Country

com iled y
.

.

of the

E. and Anna A. Fisher

Risen

King

Professor of Preaching

Anthology of Christian Poetry,
.
Ra ids Baker Book House,

An

Merle Meeter, Grand

.

Christians should

e

more

aware

of the

e

anding

world of

oetry. This anthology demonstrates the creativity
generated among e erienced oets who wed faith and art. All the
oets are Christian. The volume is ins irational it will serve also as
a resource for the
astor and u lic s eaker. The contem orary
modern Christian

scene

is

ke t in historical conte

oetry of the
ook.

y the useful collection of Christian
ast which constitutes the concluding section of the
t

The Analytical Greek Le icon Revised, edited y Harold K.
ondervan Pu lishing House,
.
Moulton, Grand Ra ids

. .
.
This significant tool for New Testament students, first u lished in
the last century, has undergone useful revisions. Mis rints have een

corrected, and omissions

rought to hght y newer scholarshi have
su lement to the original work. The ook features a
grammatical analysis of every New Testament word, a rief diction
ary of root words, notations of im ortant variant readings, a short
New Testament Greek grammar, and grammatical charts.
een added

as a

Who s Who in Church History,
.
Book House,
A useful reference at

gra hical

.

a

y

P.

.

.
reasona le

notes on more than

Barker, Grand Ra ids Baker

rice Concise

men

and

and

asic

io

hel ed to
originally u lished in
women

who

sha e Christian history. This dictionary was
and is now availa le in this a er ack edition.

Saffron Ro e, y Janet Lynch- Watson, Grand Ra ids on
.
. .
dervan Pu lishing House,
.
Sadhu Sundar Singh, orn into a wealthy Indian Silsh family in
, is ecoming etter and etter known as one ofthe outstanding
Christian mystics of recent times. Lynch- Watson tells of Sadhu s
dramatic conversion to Christianity at the age of
, his ministry to
the eo le of India, other countries, and eventually Ti et. There he
. His intensely warm relationshi with Christ
was last heard of in
continues to have significant influence u on all who are learning how
The

total Christian commitment may

e

Associate

lived out

in the world.

Melvin E. Dieter

Professor of Church History
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